Note from the Editor:
Welcome to the Fall semester at RPI, and the start of a plethora of awesome activities and trips lead by ROC, the RPI outing club! This is the Cairn, ROC’s newsletter and an excellent source for news about the club and current activities. Of
course, for even more info and thousands of trip photos, check out
www.outing.org.
We have some cool art by club members and several interesting stories in this issue, so be sure to check the rest of the Cairn out! As always, Fall Lake George is
approaching rapidly, so be sure to go to a meeting (Wednesdays 8pm @ DCC 330)
to get more info and sign up for what is arguably one of the more spectacular
events you will find in the middle of Lake George… period.
If you are new to ROC, welcome! Stop by a meeting or talk to any member if you
have any questions or would like to join.
—Ziv “Speedhike” Kennan
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Letter From the President:
To all the new ROCer's, welcome to the Rensselaer Outing Club, where all your
dreams will come true… well some of them.
To all the returning ROCer's, welcome back!
For those of us who are new or who have lost sight of what the Outing Club is
truly about, we shall take this time to remember that the goal of the outing club
is to have fun. Particularly to have fun in the outdoors, through our many activities: hiking, canoeing, kayaking, rafting, mountain biking, caving, rock climbing,
ice climbing, cross country skiing, and winter mountaineering. Different types of
trips are taken out every weekend to help you escape from Troy. Whether beginner or advanced, there will be a trip for you.
Along with great leaders to help you learn about all our activities and to take out
crazy fun trips, we also have enough gear to outfit you for any activity (except for
food, clothing, and gas). Any member can borrow this gear free of charge!
One of our annual trips is rapidly approaching - Fall Lake George!!! Fall Lake
George (aka FLG) is our annual camping trip where hundreds of college students
from all over the Northeast congregate on Turtle Island to camp out for the
weekend and hike/canoe/cliff jump/etc. Michelle Sharer is in charge of the event
and has been working hard this summer to get FLG underway. You can find out
more by looking at the website http://outingclub-alpha.union.rpi.edu/
flg_info.php or talking to any members that have gone before. It’s a blast and I
hope to see you all there!
If you ever find yourself with questions or sweet ideas for the club feel free to
talk any of the officers or members, we'll try to help you as best we can. I can't
wait to see you all around this year!
Most honorably,
Melanie “You can find me underground” Ouellette
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Shameless Plug for Fall Lake George:
As Melanie mentioned in her letter, FLG is coming up. Michelle Sharer drew the
map below to help all you ROCers find your way around, and to promote FLG!
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Deerfield Festival:

Victoria Solla

An annual event in the Summer the Deerfield Festival is a gathering of kayakers and rafters alike in
western MA. This year a group of 7 ROC friends (alum and current students) got together to raft and
kayak on the namesake of the festival the Deerfield River.
The weekend started with some runs on the dryway portion of the river which is the class III-IV section.
For these runs there were 5 people in the raft and 2 people kayaking. When we got on the river we got
settled into the boat and ready to start our adventure down the river. The overall lesson that got
learned on this run was that a new guide is more likely to dump someone out of the raft and more
likely to get stuck on some rocks on the way down. The former happened on the very first rapid of the
day when one person was dumped when we hit a rock. The latter happened more or less the whole
way down the river the good side of this being that we got very good at getting the raft unstuck from
these positions without losing anyone or anyone having to get out of the raft. When we were done
with this run it was still early enough in the day that we decided that we were going to go for another
run. For this second run we did much better at staying off of the rocks but the guide fell out of the raft
twice, right in a row. This ended up leading to a bit of teasing for the raft guide but no harm otherwise.
That night was the actual festival for the event which is unlike most festivals you would find. There is
not a whole lot of activity in the beginning and there are mainly just little tents with sellers of whitewater gear. The main event of the festival is the Raft Guide Olympics. This consisted of 4 events in an
elimination style tournament with teams of 4 competing. Most of these teams are made up of raft
guides from the companies that run on the Deerfield. Our group being made of people who are not
professional guides did not make it past the first round and the final round consisted of two teams from
the same company.
On Sunday we were going to kayak the II-III portion of the river or the fifebrook section. This is a very
nice section of river for anyone who is just starting out kayaking with the club and a place that some of
the beginner trips do go. On this day only 4 of us were there to kayak with 2 having gone to their
homes and the 1 with the bum ankle. Overall the day went very well with everyone staying in their
boats the entire time and trying some surfing on the waves and going through the Zoar Gap. The Gap is
the one part of the river that is a class III. It is very fun and worth the try for anyone paddling the river
since it is short and has a nice calm area at the bottom for people to rest in and wait in. Overall everyone had a blast and we hope to repeat the experience next year with hopefully some new people who
are also interested in the world of whitewater.
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Fishing Report and Fisherman Tales
By Steve “King Tuna” Taylor
Location: Potomac River, 10 miles south of Washington D.C.
Weather: 95 degrees, 90% humidity, sunny
Targeted species: Largemouth Bass
Over this summer I fished in my first College FLW bass fishing tournament with the
RPI Bass Team and it was the experience of a lifetime for me. For those of you who don’t
know about the College FLW series it is just like any other bass fishing series that you may
have seen on tv. Each school sends a team of two anglers who each can typically keep 5 fish,
and weigh in their personal top 3 fish. The school with the highest total weight wins.
The day started off with the check in at 4:30am, with it already being hot and humid.
Myself and my fishing partner Jed met up with the Pro who would be taking us where we
wanted to go for the day in his boat. So after our pre-tournament meeting and hanging out
swapping fishing stories with our pro we finally got to take off and get fishing at 6:15am. We
immediately headed for where a creek emptied into the main river with a huge weed bed.
As soon as we got to where we wanted to fish the main engine decided to quit on us. Luckily we still had the electric trolling motor
to move around with until a replacement boat got to us. So after picking apart the weed bed for about 45 minutes we decided to
move to fish a lone downed tree that drifted down the river during the last storm and got stuck in the mud not too far from our
starting spot. While researching before the tournament almost everyone was saying that frogs, jigs and senkos would be the best
producers. I also came across an article about a new bait introduced a few years ago
called the chatterbait. I’ve had success with this lure in the past and most fisheries
have yet to see this bait yet. This decision would make the tournament for us. On
my third cast I snagged the weeds, then when I ripped the lure free I felt the strike
and set the hook. It was a pound and a half largemouth that was twelve inches long.
Unfortunately, the fish had to be at least 14 inches to keep, so we had to release it.
Even though that sucked I knew from that point on that it was going to be a good day. After fishing around that same area for
another hour we managed to catch 3 keepers and about 9 that fell just short of the 14 inch mark using the same technique.
We then decide to move in search of some bigger fish. We went to another creek with more weed beds farther away from
the main river. I hooked into a nice 3.5 pounder, and after she tangled me in the weeds and me sprinting from the front to the back
of the boat and nearly knocking my partner and the pro into the water we landed the fish. I
then decided to throw a frog for the last hour hoping to catch a bigger fish while my
partner was flipping a senko that was Texas rigged into pockets in the weed bed just to
hopefully find another couple of fish that he could keep. I had a few missed strikes on the
frog and then my partner Jed hooked into a nice 4.5 pound largemouth.
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It was now 12:15 and time to weigh in. We only had 5 fish to weigh in but we felt that our chances were pretty good. It turns
out we were right, most teams caught plenty of fish but most were too short. So we weighed our fish in and were in first place at that
point. We took up our spots on the hot seats right on the weigh in stage and watched as more teams weighed in. After 30 of the 40
teams weighed in we were sitting in 4th place. Then we got bumped down to 5th. It was a nerve-wracking 10 minutes as we watched
the last few teams weigh in. We knew that the top five finishing teams won money for both their schools and bass clubs as well as
qualified for the Regional Championships. Sure enough, we held onto 5th place and were ecstatic.
We qualified for the nationally televised three day regional championships which happen in mid November down in Raleigh,
North Carolina. Top five finishers there move onto the national championships. We also have a tournament on Lake Erie out of Erie,
Pennsylvania on September 11th.
If you have any questions about the RPI Bass Team feel free to contact me, taylos3@rpi.edu.
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A Summer in Photographs:
I drove nearly 7000 miles this Summer—over twice the length of the U.S.
Throughout this expedition, I was presented with some amazing views, and had
the opportunity to see a large portion of the United States. Since describing what
I saw while driving cross-country from San Jose, CA to Troy, NY would be a futile
exercise here are some of the photographs taken during this drive. I would recommend going cross-country at least once if you’ve never done it before– the diversity present on the North American Continent may surprise you. Below is a
map illustrating the route I took.
—Ziv
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The ROC Trip Log 2009-2010:
Below you will find a breakdown of most of the trips that were taken out during the past two semesters. This graph should provide some good insight into what activities are most common. Thanks go
to previous club president Jesse Kenyon for providing the archived trip sheets used to generate this
graph.

Type
Count
Hiking
19
Canoing
2
Biking
1
Kayaking
2
Caving
10
Backpacking
1
10

Adventure in Yosemite:

Ziv Kennan

Some lessons are best learned through experience, but let me assure you that it is never necessary to
freeze through a 25˚F night in California and nearly call the police for assistance as Ben Matthews and
myself managed to do this Summer. What follows is a tale of slight misfortune, and one full of good
lessons for the avid backpacker.
At some point in mid-June, Ben and I decided to go hiking in the beautiful area surrounding Yosemite
Valley (Yosemite Nat’l Park, CA), a rather desolate expanse filled with miles of hiking trails, spectacular
views, and intense rock formations, of which Half Dome is the most well known. Since we are both
relatively experienced hikers, we prepared well for our hike– or so we thought. After planning an interesting route, we packed enough water and food to last for the two day hike, got a backcountry permit,
and had a long discussion with a park ranger in which we were warned that the route we had chosen
was snow covered for approximately six miles after the trailhead, and clear from that point. After
some debate, we decided that since the weather forecast was for extremely warm weather and no
rain, this was not an issue, and we did not need snowshoes. This was our first mistake. We took a shuttle to the Cathedral Falls trailhead, where we saw a small family of brown bears. The weather was
balmy, and there was no hint of the snow we were to encounter. With evening rapidly approaching, we
hastened to get on our way.
It only took about a mile for the snow to completely envelop the path we were hiking on. Despite the
fact that it was 80˚F out, we were post-holing through freshly melted snow, and the path’s direction
was indecipherable. After some tricky navigation using a rather excellent map and Ben’s brand-new
GPS, we were able to follow the trail to an area with some relatively flat snow banks, where we
camped for the night. I had brought my hammock, but no real sleeping bag since I was expecting temperatures of ~49˚ - as it turns out, it got down to 25˚ that night. Suffice it to say that I was a bit chilly;
luckily my emergency blanket and some extra clothing saved me from suffering too badly. Ben was, as
usual, packed for a full winter hike and quite toasty in his winter sleeping bag. That morning, after observing the freshly frozen surface of the lake we had camped near, we continued to hike on the snow &
slush covered trail. By mid-morning, it became clear that the ranger we had spoken to was illinformed; we would be hiking through snow for the majority of the trail. There was so much snow we
were actually hiking above the trees covering the landscape. It took us most of the day to get to Half
Dome, and at that point the sun was setting; we continued on, and Ben started showing signs of extreme fatigue. By the time it was dark, we had done over 19 miles, and we were still 7 miles away from
Yosemite Valley. At this point, Ben was too exhausted to continue hiking, so we stopped and rested.
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(adventure con’td)
It was completely dark and Ben and I were at the bottom of Little Yosemite Valley, about 7 miles away
from my car. Ben was unable to walk, and it was rapidly cooling down; I briefly considered calling the
police / park rangers for an emergency evacuation, but upon mention of this Ben started hiking faster
than I’ve ever seen him, nor anyone since hike. The last 7 miles of that night are a blur of adrenaline,
large animals moving through the dark woods around us, and my struggling to keep up with Ben as he
practically ran towards Yosemite Valley. We made it to Yosemite Valley at approximately 12AM, and after a 2 hour debacle in which I failed miserably to find my car, was nearly arrested by a ranger for appearing “drunk” (perhaps with tiredness, but not alcohol), and finally got to my car, we left the park in
a stupor of exhaustion. We arrived back at San Jose at 5AM, and both promptly collapsed.
Although I can look back upon this experience with an air of slight hilarity, it was utterly humor-free
while it was unfolding, and taught me several good lessons— always bring a warm sleeping bag into
the mountains, even if the forecast seems to imply warm gear is unnecessary; heed ranger’s warnings,
bring snow shoes if snow is going to be present; and finally, if necessary turn around before a situation
becomes too serious to allow for backtracking. Ben and I both came out of this trip unscathed; but it
was a good reminder of how unforgiving the outdoors can be.
Below are a few photos from the trip.
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ROC Club Info
Club Officers
President - Melanie Ouellette
Vice President - Whitney Schoenthal
Secretary - Rebecca Boerigter
Treasurer - Victoria Solla
Pit Chair - Thomas Cruson
Cairn Editor - Ziv Kennan
Member At Large - Michelle Sharer
Meetings
Every Wednesday, DCC 330, 8PM
Activities
Canoeing
Hiking
Caving
Mountain Biking
Rock Climbing
Ice Climbing
Kayaking
Rafting
XC Skiing
Winter Mountaineering
Backpacking
Slacklining
Awesomeness
Website
http://www.outing.org
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